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ABOUT
US
Sur Bilisim is a design, engineering, and
technology firm designing and
fabricating custom interactive exhibitions
for science centers, museums, theme
parks, shopping malls, and corporate
companies. We provide services both as
turn-key as well as partial solutions. We
design and build thematic environments
and content-rich and high-tech interactive
exhibitions. With a visitor- and customercentered approach, Sur is a unique
visionary firm in the field.
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SIMON SAYS ROBOT •

Simon Says
Robot mimics the hand and
arm gestures of visitors.

EXHIBIT

Simon Says Robot
FEATURED IN

The DoSeum, San Antonio’s
Museum for Kids, USA
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• 3D Sandbox provides an entertaining and educational

EXHIBIT

3D SANDBOX

3D Sanbox

environment where people of all ages interact with real sand and virtual
isohip lines reflecting on the sand.

FEATURED IN

Kocaeli Science Center, Turkey
IETT Science Bus, Turkey
Winchester Science Centre, UK
Ashville Museum of Science, USA
Pacific Science Center, USA
Feza Gürsey Science Center, Turkey
Rize Science & Art Center, Turkey
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Visitors create shapes using the sand and the contour lines appear immediately
on the sand indicating the height of the shape just like colored topographic
maps. Visitors may also virtiually create rain, rivers and dams.

EXHIBIT

Periodic Table
FEATURED IN

Kocaeli Science Center, Turkey
Feza Gürsey Science Center, Turkey
Rize Fatma Nuri Erkan Science
and Art Center, Turkey

PERIODIC TABLE • With

this multitouch interactive periodic
table, visitors learn physical and chemical properties of the
elements, their biological roles, their abundance on the Earth,
their histories and their use in daily life. Visitors also virtually
experience which elements go into reaction with each other.
After they virtually start the reaction, the outcome of the
reaction is depicted via an animation. The exhibit features
over 70 reactions with accompanying animations.
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KONYA
SCIENCE
CENTER
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Konya Science Center with its unique architecture is a real gem in
Turkey.

PROJECT

Konya Science Center
CLIENT

TUBITAK
Konya Science Center

THEMES

Our Universe
New Horizons
COMPLETION DATE
KONYA SCIENCE CENTER • Konya
Science Center is featuring
eight themes.

September
2016
LOCATION

Konya, Turkey
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JETPACK SIMULATOR • The Jetpack Exhibit simulates the Manned-Maneuvring Unit developed and used by NASA. The simulation involves an astronaut’s experiences out of the
spaceship getting around using the Jetpack. Visitors sit in the jet pack chair, which is placed
over a 6-dof motion platform, and fasten a 6-point safety harness. They control the platform
with joysticks placed on the armrests of the chair. They will attempt to position the module
so that the virtual laser pointer aligns with the targets on the projected screen and weld the
damaged pieces within a limited time duration.

EXHIBIT

Jetpack Simulator

EXHIBIT

Robot Programming

ROBOT PROGRAMMING • The exhibit contains 3 Lego EV3

Robots, each of which has different movement capabilities. For each robot, there is a dedicated touch
screen display allowing visitor to control the corresponding robot. Visitors are presented with a set of
commands allowing them to control the robot and
achieve the given missions. Visitors experience the
basics of programming and simple algorithm development. Each robot has a different task, i.e., moving
a ball onto a rail, sorting different colored balls, and
shooting several targets.
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EXHIBIT

Chatbot
PROJECT

Konya
Science Center

EXHIBIT

Swarm Robots
PROJECT

Konya
Science Center

SWARM ROBOTS • Visitors select one of several swarm
behaviours through a touch screen display and
observe 30 kilobots implement the selected task.
This exhibit implements 7 swarm behaviours called
grouping, dispersing, lightshow, move to light, avoid
light, move in sync and simon says. Regardless of the
start position and orientation of the robots, kilobots
achieve the chosen task by communicating and
moving via their vibration motors.

CHATBOT • This exhibit lets the visitor converse
with a chatbot. The visitor stands in front of
a display that has a virtual avatar. The visitor
speaks into the microphone and converse with
the chatbot. Based on the visitor’s responses, the
chatbot leads the conversation. The visitor may
terminate the conversation anytime s/he wants.
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FEZA
GÜRSEY
SCIENCE
CENTER
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PROJECT

Feza Gürsey
Science Center

FEZA GÜRSEY SCIENCE CENTER •

Feza Gürsey Science Center was
established in 1993 and is the first science center in Turkey.

CLIENT

ANFA A.Ş.
EXHIBITS

Periodic Table
Bubble Race
Wheelchair Race
Robot Programming
3D Sandbox
COMPLETION DATE

June 2017
LOCATION

Ankara, Turkey

FEZA GÜRSEY SCIENCE CENTER •

Feza Gürsey Science Center
features 50 exhibits. The
center also provides very
popular dazzling science
shows.
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EXHIBIT

Bubble Race
PROJECT

Feza Gürsey
Science Center

BUBBLE RACE •

Bubble Race exhibit involves three plexiglass tubes
filled with different liquids with varying viscosity levels. When the
visitor activates the mechanical air pump to push air through a
tube, he or she observes the differences between liquids in terms
of bubble behaviors, i.e. bubble goes faster in the liquid with lower
viscosity, and vice versa.

EXHIBIT

Wheelchair Race
PROJECT

Feza Gürsey
Science Center
WHEELCHAIR RACE • In this
2-chair exhibit, visitors
race with each other
in wheel chairs. Their
speed and the distance
traveled are visible to all
visitors. The best times
and scores of all times are
also displayed.
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IETT
SCIENCE
BUS
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IETT Science Bus will be visiting all primary and secondary schools
located in Istanbul.
PROJECT

IETT Science Bus
CLIENT

Istanbul Transit
Authority (IETT)
THEME

Energy and
Environmental
Technologies
COMMENCE DATE
IETT SCIENCE BUS • A general
view of the IETT Science Bus.
The bus includes 13 exhibits,
some of which are Smart
Buses, Sandbox, Recycling
Bin, Plasma Plates, and
Virtual Reality.

14 •

March
2016
LOCATION

Istanbul, Turkey

SMART BUSES EXHIBIT • In this exhibit, visitors observes the
movement of buses controlled by satellites. The buses have no
drivers, but still they make perfect maneuvers on the streets.
The Smart Buses exhibit simulates unmanned vehicles now
developed and tested by some large technology companies.

EXHIBIT

Smart Buses
PROJECT

IETT Science Bus

EXHIBIT

Smart Grids
PROJECT

IETT Science Bus

SMART GRIDS • The

Smart Grids
exhibit allows the visitor virtually
to turn on/off home appliances
in a pesudo-game environment.
By this way, visitors observe how
smart grids operate. When they
increase the power demand,
they see that hydropower
becomes insufficient and gaspowered power plant kicks
in with all the black smokes
• 15
coming out of its chimneys.

EXHIBIT

Energy Table
PROJECT

IETT Science Bus

EXHIBIT

Recycling Bin
PROJECT

ENERGY TABLE • The Energy Table involves three
types of clean energy sources: solar, wind,
and hydropower. The solar power section has
two light sources, two solar cell panels, two
voltmeters, and two mirrors attached on the
table with a joint. Each mirror is manipulated
by one visitor and they race with each other to
generate higher current.

IETT Science Bus
RECYCLING BIN • The Recycling Bin Exhibit has the
ability to distinguish the types of wastes that
are designed specifically for this exhibit. As part
of the exhibit, there are five types of wastes:
paper, plastic, metal, electronic, and glass. Each
of them has a different RFID tag and when the
visitor drops it into the slot on the face of the
bin, the screen provides a relevant information
on the screen.
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At the wind power station, visitors push a
button to activate the hidden wind source
to generate electricity via the wind turbine
located on the table. They can read the current
level on the voltmeter.
At the hydropower station, visitors push a
button to activate the simulated hydropower
plant. When the power plant is activated, virtual
water flow moves toward the scaled-down
Pelton wheel, and it turns slowly.

KINETIC SCULPTURE • The concept of kinetic sculpture involves mechanical wonders
presenting an artistic design. This exhibit involves several metal planes attached
to step motors located on the ceiling. They can be moved as programmed to
create a stunning visual performance.

EXHIBIT

Kinetic Sculpture
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EXHIBIT

Rocket

ROCKET • Visitor pushes a button to pump air into the rocket and pressurize it
to the maximum. After there is sufficient pressure in the rocket, visitor pushes
the ﬁre button and the count-down begins. After the completion of the countdown, the rocket launches with an amazing speed.
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TESLA COIL • Tesla Coil is an iconic exhibit where visitors experience amazing electric
arcs with incredible sound simulating lightning and thunderbolts in harmony with
a background music.

EXHIBIT

Tesla Coil

EXHIBIT

Ferroﬂuids

FERROFLUIDS • Visitors

observe

the unique patterns
occurring in ferrofluids by
turning each wheel.
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EXHIBIT

Human Gyroscope

HUMAN GYROSCOPE •

Human Gyroscope is an immersive iconic exhibit that provides a unique experience simulating
astronauts’ gyroscopic movements in space. The concept of Human Gyroscope was originally developed by NASA to
train astronauts for their adaptation to weightless environments. This exhibit is certified by TÜV Austria.

EXHIBIT

Space Bike

SPACE BIKE • Space Bike is an
immersive iconic exhibit where
visitors ride a bike inside a circular
path. They can feel the g-force
when they make full 360° circles in
the path. Visitors earn points for all
the full circles they made in a given
time. Their scores are visible to
other visitors.
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EXHIBIT

Paper Plane
Launcher

PAPER PLANE LAUNCHER • Visitors make their own
paper planes and launch them using the motor
driven platform. Since there are two or more
platforms on the exhibit, visitors can compete
with each other. If not, they can just fly their
planes by aiming the fuselage to the targets on
the wall, thanks to the 3-axis rotation ability of
the platform.

HAMSTER WHEEL • Visitors run inside a humansized hamster wheel. While they are running
in the wheel, how much energy they spend is
visible to all visitors.

EXHIBIT

Hamster Wheel

21 •
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OLYMPIC SPRINT • Visitors can race down a real-life-like 15-meter
dash to compete with famous Olympiad sprinters or with each
other. All the data regarding the race, such as the max speed,
acceleration values, best scores, are displayed on the screen.

EXHIBIT

Olympic Sprint

EXHIBIT

Hurricane

HURRICANE •

In a contained space,
visitors experience roaring wind with a
speed of up to 120 km per hour. Rain
option is also available.
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EXHIBIT

Icy Bodies

ICY BODIES •

In a specially
lighted water pool,
small parts of dry ice are
dropped and they careen
around simulating
the movement and
appearance of comets.

EXHIBIT

Walk on the Moon

WALK ON THE MOON •

Walk on the Moon exhibit
simulates astronauts’ walking and movement
on the Moon. Visitors enjoy the experience of
walking on the Moon via simulated reduced
gravity.
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SUR BİLİŞİM
Cigdem Mh., 1561.Sok., Yurtkent Sit., B Blok,
No:6/23, 06530, Cankaya, Ankara, Turkey
+90 532 485 00 95
nihat@surbilisim.com
www.surbilisim.com

